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to download the full version of the slurper free go to slurperl.com
or slurper.lokilo.net and then click the "request a download"
button in the menu. to download the demo version go to
slurperl.net and then click the "demo" button in the menu.
support slurper has been built for free, but if you do want to get
support i would be grateful if you donate to me . credits my main
code contributors include michael rush (helped me through the
early years of coding), darragh devenport (database stuff),
graham knop (the coolest! stinking cool!), and rich hickey (truly
immutable data structures). download slurper is versioned, so if
you pull source from a cvs git clone
git://github.com/lokilogi/slurper contact if you have any questions
about the free download, @lokilogi lokilogi if you have any
feedback about the slurper slurper.net page, @jaxon jaxon if you
have any bugs to report, @jaxon jaxon if you feel that something
that's in slurper would be a great feature, @jaxon jaxon copyright
copyright (c) 2011-2014 lokilogi.com. in an addition: the add-on
applications in the package comprise the chemdraw structures
and are almost as easy to use and handle at the same time as
chemdraw itself. chembio3d pro provides tools to create
publication-quality three-dimensional molecular models and
includes entry-level molecular modeling, including molecular
dynamics simulations, and the calculation and display of
electronic surfaces, which also makes it a prominent software
among professionals. the program can read and save in a variety
of chemical formats and could be used to generate molecular
structures for other modeling programs at the users ease. also
mestrenova lite is an nmr processing and display program that
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can import one-dimensional nmr spectra or fids as well as
process and manipulate these data for presentation or
publication as a pro software functionality. additionally, the excel
plugin, in conjunction with ms excel, and chembiofinder standard
provides different ways of storing chemical information in order
to use as reference data for future projects with saving a lot of
time. moreover, with the excel plugin, chemical structures and a
variety of chemical calculations can be stored and searched in an
ms excel spreadsheet saved in the software system. it is
regarded as the modest stand-alone, searchable databases of
chemical information, including structures, that can be created
using chembiofinder. so, what are you waiting for
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